
Quick Reference of INCOTERMS 2010

                     Export Customes                       Alongside Ship              On board/Discharge Port           Named Place at Destination                    Buyer Premises
Seller Premises              Delivery point at Origin               On board/Loading Port                 Destination Terminal                      Import Customs

                                            Guidance Notes
EXW  Seller is not responsible to prepare export documents.
Ex Works  Seller is not responsible to load the cargo on truck.

FCA  Seller is not responsible to unload at Delivery point.
Free Carrier  Delivery point can be Seller's site in this case seller should load on truck.

FAS  Buyer is responsible for loading from quay to vessel.
Free Alongside Ship

FOB  Seller's responsibility finishes when puts the cargo on the board of vessel.
Free On Board  Seller is not responsible for stowage.

CFR  Seller arranges marine shipment and pays on behalf of Buyer.
Cost& Freight  Risk Point is the same as FOB.

CIF  The same as CFR but only Seller insures marine shipment of cargo on behalf of
Cost,Insurance&Freight   Buyer, default insurance is minimum which means clause "C".

CPT *  Seller arranges and pays for shipment to destination on behalf of Buyer.
Carriage Paid To  by delivery the cargo to the nominated carrier risk transfers to Buyer.

CIP *  The same as CPT but only Seller insures cargo on behalf of Buyer.
Carriage and Insurance Paid to  Default insurance is the minimum which means calause "C".

DAT  Terminal can be a Quay, Container Yard, Warehouse; and Rai/Air Terminal.
Delivered at Terminal  Unloading at terminal is by Seller.

DAP *  Delivery Point can be even Buyer's premises. 
Delivered At Place  Customs Clearance arrangements and payments are Buyer's responsibility.

DDP *  Buyer don't bear any responsibility till final destination except final unloading. 
Delivered Duty Paid  Seller should even get Import Licence. 

Any Kind of Transport                Seller Cost Buyer Cost Mandatory Insurance www.darkblueshipping.com
Sea and Inland Waterway Transport                Seller Risk Buyer Risk Risk Transfer Point

  Important:
 *  Delivery Point can be anywhere at destination country even Buyer's premises, in DDP seller should get import licence and do the arrangments & payments of customs clearance. please consider this chart shows the areas and points of cost and Risk only, it 
This chart is prepared based on ICC INCOTERMS 2010, it is not a legal advice but a quick reference only. ICC INCOTERMS 2010 is available to buy at www.iccbooks.com. does not show distanses and details of shipment.


